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BACKGROUND
The City of Revelstoke Official Community Plan (OCP) was last updated in 2009. OCP’s
typically plan for 20-years, however, a lot can change and evolve in that time frame and
Revelstoke is a prime example of that. Since 2009, the population has grown and shifted,
development interests are increasing, and affordability is becoming more challenging.
Planning and Development Services is responsible for completing an OCP vision check-in with
the community and then update the OCP accordingly. The vision check-in first engagement
phase was launched October 8 to December 9, 2019 using a combination of in person
engagement through pop-ups around the City in busy locations, visioning parties that could
be hosted by community members and on-line engagement with a digital survey.

952 surveys were completed for the Vision Check-in
There was a strong response in the survey regarding affordability, housing issues, growth and
the request to prioritize the needs of the people who live here (in relation to the focus on
tourism), the survey data supports a focus on affordability, housing options and growth
management be addressed in the vision. This aligns with Council’s priorities for livability and
infrastructure.
In February 2020, Council supported staff’s recommendation to form a Focus Group to vet
three options for the OCP vision and to test the Guiding Principles that emerged from the
Vision-Check in survey. Due to the COVID situation, the focus group engagement was done
remotely with the assistance of staff liaisons for each committee. The focus group invitation
was sent to existing committees and organizations:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advisory Planning Commission
Environmental Advisory Committee
Economic Development Commission
Social Development Committee
Tourism Initiatives
Collective Impact Leadership team
Chamber of Commerce
Youth Committee

All committees had one or more representatives complete a workbook except for the Youth
Committee. Focus Group members were provided a pre-recorded presentation highlighting
the findings of the October – December 2019 community engagement outcomes. Members
were asked to view the presentation prior to completing the OCP Vision Amendment Focus
Group Workbook. The presentation and workbooks were distributed May 15 through staff
representatives for each committee and feedback was closed June 10, 2020.
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SUMMARY OF FOCUS GROUP RESULTS
In the workbooks the respondents were asked to provide their preference between
three vision options provided on pages 4 and 5 of this report:
A. OPTION 1: the existing OCP vison and priorities;
B. OPTION 2: a revised version of the existing OCP vision and priorities based on
community feedback; and,
C. OPTION 3: a new, shorter vision.
Once respondents chose their preferred vision, they were asked why it was their
preferred vision; if there was anything missing or that they would change about their
preferred vision; and what must stay the same in their preferred vision. Twenty four
workbooks were completed. Out of the 24 workbooks completed, 20 individuals
preferred either option B (13) or C (7). Details of the responses are included starting
on page 4 of this report.
The majority of respondents indicated a preference for providing a list of priorities
along with the vision statement. While priorities are typically part of a strategy that
aims to work towards a vision, Revelstoke has included priorities since 1994 and
there continues to be support for doing so.
For clarity a Vision and priorities are defined as :
Vision
A statement that inspires action toward the future the community hopes to achieve.
Priorities
Action items that are to be addressed as a community in order to achieve the
community vision. The priorities will inform the OCP review and update. It is
important to note, there are certain items Council and administration do not have
decision making authority on within the municipal boundaries.
Based on the preferences and the feedback on the vision options, staff is
recommending the following vision be considered by Council. By revising the vision
and the priorities, this new version respects the original version while updating to
reflect community engagement and Focus Group feedback.
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RECOMMENDED VISION AND PRIORITIES
VISION
Revelstoke will pursue a sustainable mountain community by balancing
environmental, social economic and cultural values within a local,
regional and global context. Our rich heritage and stunning natural
environment inspire us to be forward thinking, inclusive, resilient and
welcoming. We will create a supportive, vibrant community for those
that live, work and visit here today and in the future.

COMMUNITY PRIORITIES
To achieve the future we envision, our community priorities are:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A range of housing options and affordability;
Environmental protection and stewardship;
Climate change action;
Personal and community economic growth and stability;
A responsive and caring social support system;
Opportunities for lifelong learning;
Fostering of diverse cultural and spiritual values, and,
A range of recreation and activities for residents and visitors.

PRINCIPLES
The four themes that emerged from the community survey were tested with the
Focus Group: Growth Management; Natural Environment; Culture and Community.
Staff is not making recommendations to Council at this time however, it is intended
the feedback provided by the Focus Group on the Principles will inform how the
content of the OCP is reviewed.

OCP COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
Focus Group respondents were asked to recommend individuals or organizations to
sit on the OCP Review and Update Committee. Staff is in the process of revewing the
suggestions and ensuring there is a diversity of representation on the Committee.
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DETAILS OF FOCUS GROUP RESPONSES
The following section provides the detailed results of the Focus Group Workbooks
completed.
Workbooks Completed
APC

3

Chamber of Commerce
Collective Impact Leadership Team
Economic Development Commission
Environmental Advisory Committee
Social Development Committee
Tourism Initiatives

3
3
2
2
3
7

Youth Advisory Committee

1

Total

24

Three vision options were provided for focus group member feedback:

A. OPTION 1 - EXISTING VISION
Revelstoke will be a leader in achieving a sustainable community by balancing
environmental, social and economic values within a local, regional and global
context. Building on its rich heritage and natural beauty this historic mountain
community will pursue quality and excellence. Revelstoke is seen as vibrant,
healthy, clean, hospitable, resilient and forward thinking.
It will be committed to exercising its rights with respect to decisions affecting
the North Columbia Mountain region.
Community priorities include: Opportunities for youth; economic growth and
stability; environmental citizenship; personal safety and security; a responsible
and caring social support system; a first-class education system and local access
to lifelong learning; spiritual and cultural values, and diverse forms of
recreation.
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B. OPTION 2 - MODIFIED ORIGINAL VISION
This option was based on the original vision to better reflect the outcomes of the
OCP Vision Check-In Community Survey
Revelstoke will be a leader in pursuing a sustainable community by
balancing environmental, social and economic values within a local,
regional and global context.
Building on its rich heritage and natural beauty our historic mountain
community is vibrant, healthy, clean, hospitable, resilient and forward thinking.
Our community priorities are: the people who live and work here; a
range of housing options and affordability; opportunities for youth;
economic growth and stability; environmental protection and
citizenship; climate change action; personal safety and security; a
responsible and caring social support system; a first-class education
system and local access to lifelong learning; fostering of spiritual and
cultural values, and varied forms of recreation.

C. OPTION 3 - CONCISE, ‘NEW’ VISION
A short vision option was provided that reflects the community check-in outcomes.
It’s the people of Revelstoke that create our entrepreneurial, safe and
welcoming community. Building on the rich heritage and balancing our
environmental, social and economic values, our historic mountain town
is vibrant, sustainable, affordable, stable, resilient and forward thinking.
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FOCUS GROUP RESPONSES: VISION
QUESTION 1a:
What is your preferred vision?
A.

B.

C.

OPTION 1
1

OPTION 2
1

OPTION 3
1

Chamber of Commerce

2

1

Collective Impact Leadership Team

2

1

Advisory Planning Commission

Economic Development Commission

1

1

Environmental Advisory Committee

2

Social Development Committee

2

1

2

3

Tourism Initiatives

2

Youth Advisory Committee
Totals

1
4

13
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Please note: Comments below are verbatim with the exceptions that anything that may
indicate who made the comment have been removed and typos have been corrected.

QUESTION 1b:
Why is it your preferred vision?
A. OPTION 1 (Existing Vision)
•
•

I think it covers all the bases in a concise manner. I especially like the second paragraph
dealing with decisions affecting the North Columbia region.
I like the existing Vision. I would put more emphasis on recreation / activity as I think it is
too vague in the current version. Revelstoke is an activity driven community. In my opinion,
people live in this town because of the activities it offers. I would also move the education
part higher in the paragraph as education our children should be a priority.
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•

It holds true to our community and is an accurate reflection of us.

B. OPTION 2
•

•

•
•
“Revised Option 1
pays tribute to the old

•
•

vision, which was
upheld effectively for
many years while
adding new
components.”

•
•
•

•

•
•

I prefer the expanded version of the current vision and option number 1. Adding housing
affordability, environmental protection and a climate change plan to the current vision
seems like an appropriate way forward.
Without making the environment a focal point of the OCP vision we are falling even further
behind the race to be resilient in the face of present and future climate crises such as
severe weather events, interface forest fires, habitat loss due to climate change, and other
factors related to climate change.
Affordability will help drive other factors, such as the overarching sustainability within the
first sentence.
I think I prefer the long form version that is more specific with the list of priorities. I prefer
the new version over the existing version which includes housing and affordability, and the
rest of the updates based on the survey.
It adjusts the wording to reflect the visioning surveys themes and priorities.
It places a greater value on a sustainable community than the other two choices. It clearly
outlines the updated priorities, which I think will make creating a planning document
easier. Option 2 doesn't contain enough details gleaned from the visioning process.
Reads more like a true vision statement. Sets out priorities explicitly. Mix of "what is" and
"what we aspire to do"
Option 1 is easier to read, clearer, and more succinct.
Revised version 1 is my preference because it has enough detail to be used in a practical
way. I'm generally in favour of concise wording, however, given our current challenges as
a community I think that specifically listing our priorities is important for any decision
making.
The first statement would be stronger if we changed the word "pursuing"... Instead it could
read: "Revelstoke will be a leader in building a sustainable community..." That said, I'm not
sure we need leadership in this area. Our goal should be achieving a sustainable
community even if it means following examples and ideas from others. Maybe it could
read: "Revelstoke will build a sustainable community..." or "Revelstoke will pursue a
sustainable community..."
This option pays tribute to the old vision, which was upheld effectively for many years
while adding new components.
I don't think any of these are the way forward. I am not sure this is entirely different than
the current vision. Exactly WHO will do WHAT differently now that this has beenreworded?
HOW will the changes have meaningful impact? This feels like a make work project.
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C. OPTION 3
•
•
•

“Revised Option 2 is

•
•

the most accurate
and representative of
the responses

•

provided during
engagement. This
version captures the
whole of Revelstoke

A vision should be shorter and less wordy, easy to digest. Not jumping from present to
future tense and not including a list form of priorities.
I think shorter is better, you start to lose people when it's lengthy and wordy. Option 2
encapsulates community priorities in a more concise way.
It is concise yet captures the key recurring themes: stability, natural environment,
sustainability, vibrancy
It is succinct.
It’s short! A vision, for any organization must answer the “why”. Why should I support
council in their decisions? Why should I buy local? Why should I go to variance decision
open meetings? Why should I care about the bears? The other two versions start to mix in
the “what” and the “how” which need to be the mission/goals, and strategy. Keep these
separated.
This version is the most accurate and representative of the responses provided during
engagement. Whereas the other options call out minority views or opinions, this last
version captures the whole of Revelstoke and the truth that people are at the core. It also
gives Revelstoke room to evolve and will still remain true in 10 years time, while the others
will not.

QUESTION 1c:
Is there anything missing or that you would change for your
preferred vision?

and the truth that
people are at the
core.”

A. OPTION 1 (Existing Vision)
•
•

I would change "environmental citizenship" to "environmental stewardship" I would also
like to see a reference to local public consultation regarding future development.
It is apparent that access to diverse housing options is a cornerstone of sustainability. Our
forward thinking must be focused towards ensuring that our community is properly housed.
The security achieved from stable and attainable housing will encourage and sustain the
growth our community will enjoy. Further to that, forward thinking could be expanded to
open thinking, and "Made in Revelstoke." We have a very strong community of smart,
progressive citizens that are willing to tackle the challenges we face if roadblocks in
government were removed. Smaller, more nimble government structure would be
encouraged.
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B. OPTION 2
•

“Welcoming seems
warmer and more

•
•

reflective of our sense
of community”
•
•

Take out hospitable for two reasons, one it is a general term that is encompassed by the
other more specific words. Also, there isn’t much the city is willing to do about housing,
they are unwilling to force employers to create affordable/staff housing, and there is only
so many units that can be built from grants that the city attains. Climate change and the
natural environment should hold a more prominent location in the paragraphs, not mixed
with others. Without environmental protection, conservation, and climate change mitigation
and adaptation the city can’t work toward any other goals.
I would not.
Reduce the copy down by half, (I think revised 2 gets this pretty close in size but the
message isn't correct!) Get this down to 4 to 5 points. By my count, this is trying to cram
15 visions and values into a paragraph. Who exactly is this vision for? Think of the
audience. How does this get used? I suspect this gets looked at by a boardroom once
every 10 years and doesn't get used again.
I don't like the word "hospitable". "Welcoming" seems warmer and more reflective of our
sense of community. "Hospitable" feels more like "we'll tolerate you".
'Affordability' was one of the highest priorities that emerged from the community
consultation and I'm not sure it is captured here. While affordable housing options are
critical, people are hard hit in other areas as well - it is critical that this community is a
place where all people can afford to live, work and play. Another concept that is critical and
yet missing is inclusion. I'm not sure that you need to pull out opportunities for youth (what
about other demographics?). Or a 'first class education system' when you've already got
life-long learning. Note that it is RESPONSIVE not RESPONSIBLE social support system.
Here is my new version: "Revelstoke will be a leader in pursuing a sustainable community
by balancing environmental, social and economic values within a local, regional and global
context.
Building on its rich heritage and natural beauty our historic mountain community will strive
to be vibrant, affordable, healthy, inclusive, clean, hospitable, resilient and forward
thinking.
Our community priorities are the people who live & work here, with equitable access to:
o A range of housing options;
o Personal and economic growth and stability;
o Environmental protection and citizenship;
o Climate change action;
o Personal safety and security;
o A responsive and caring social support system;
o Opportunities for lifelong learning;
o Fostering of diverse spiritual and cultural values, and,
o Varied forms of recreation.
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•

“The environment
should be a priority

•

over economic growth
and stability.”
•
•
•

•

•

"Economic growth and stability" need to balance:
o innovative new businesses well suited to a remote workforce (aka "tech")
o protection and modernization of our precious heritage businesses, including forestry,
mill, hydro, and Parks
o tourism-focused service industry businesses to support sharing Revelstoke with
Canada and the World. We must recognize that our prosperity and life balance must
include both local industry as well as tourism, as our population is not sufficient to
sustain our economy or promote sustainable growth over time. Our recent 3 months
of COVID-19 closures show us how fast our town would "dry up" without welcoming
visitors.
I'm not sure what "opportunities for youth" is intended to capture that is not already
contained in the other priorities (first class education, diverse forms of recreation, etc.) I
have no objection, but I do find it a little vague. I was looking for something along the
lines of "maintaining a vibrant downtown core" Is this implicit in the stated priorities or
does it need explicit mention?
Instead of environmental protection in the third section I would include it in the second as
prioritizing our natural environment that gives us our rich heritage, etc.
The environment should be a priority over economic growth and stability and should
come first in the Community Priorities.
The first statement would be stronger if we changed the word "pursuing"... Instead it
could read: "Revelstoke will be a leader in building a sustainable community..." That said,
I'm not sure we need leadership in this area. Our goal should be achieving a sustainable
community even if it means following examples and ideas from others. Maybe it could
read: "Revelstoke will build a sustainable community..." or "Revelstoke will pursue a
sustainable community..."
The sentence structure of the second line (heritage and natural beauty) feels like it could
be improved. In the existing version, everything is in the future tense whereas the new
version has some future tense and some present tense which feels off. I looked at
Whistler OCP vision statement and I like the style where they use bullet points for their list
and have slightly more text explaining each point.
This is perhaps addressed by the "local, regional and global context" but it would be nice
to see the addition of a goal to take part in regional decision-making to support
environmental protection and climate change action within the Columbia Basin.
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C. OPTION 3
•

“The word
'entrepreneurial'
should not lead the

•
•

descriptors or be one
at all. How about
'economically

•

diverse', or
'enterprising' ”

•

•

It’s the people of Revelstoke that create our welcoming, safe and entrepreneurial
community. Building on a rich heritage we balance environmental, social and economic
values to ensure that our historic mountain town is vibrant, sustainable, affordable, stable,
The environment should be a priority over economic growth and stability expansion to
preserve the character of the town, but you could say that it is implied in the existing
verbiage.
I would replace 'safe' with energized. I feel this word is a more accurate description of the
community.
I would reword slightly so the flow is: It’s the people of Revelstoke that create our
entrepreneurial, safe and welcoming community. Building on the rich heritage and natural
beauty, we will balance our environmental, social and economic values. our historic
mountain town is vibrant, sustainable, affordable, stable, hospitable, resilient and forward
thinking. *added natural beauty, hospitable
I'm not sure entrepreneurial deserves the rank of "1st adjective" in the vision. Perhaps it
swaps places with vibrant or stable as those can cover many aspects while entrepreneurial
is strictly economically focused.
Revelstoke is a safe, clean, and welcoming community that supports and promotes a
variety of entrepreneurial businesses. We build on our rich mountain town heritage and
support a balance in our decision making between environmental, social, and economic
concerns. Revelstoke is vibrant, affordable, resilient and forward thinking in all its
decisions.
The word 'entrepreneurial' should not lead the descriptors or be one at all. How about
something like 'economically diverse', or 'enterprising' instead.

Question 1c:
What must stay the same for your preferred vision?
A. OPTION 1 (Existing Vision)
•

Economic growth, spiritual values, opportunities for youth, and recreation activities.

B. OPTION 2
•
•
•

Climate change action and quality education.
Focus on environment and climate change actions
Focus on core pillars then fill in strategies around each one, ie.(without duplicating them.)
o Environmental
o People, both long term or short term.
o Health and wellness (education)
o Economic growth
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•

•
•
“The list of priorities. It
is nice to see such
clear direction. Also, a
commitment to
climate change

•
•
•
•

action”

I believe at a minimum the community priorities from our current vision should stay the
same. I also prefer including "building on our heritage". Revelstoke is a great city, not only
for what it is today but also how we got here and the history and characters that played a
role in our towns development.
I feel strongly about keeping the nod to our past with the sentence "Building on its rich
heritage...". Also, I feel strongly about keeping the list of priorities in the third paragraph.
I like the general style of the first sentence and the idea of balancing our main priorities in
a regional and global context. If our community priorities don't align within a broader
context, they could end of having a negative impact on the community.
priorities stated explicitly
Priority on residents. Without that all of the other values are up for sale to the wealthiest
visitor\investor.
The list of priorities. It's nice to see such a clear direction. Also a commitment to climate
change action.
We must zone and grow carefully while protecting our food security and agri-resources.
We must remain focused on quality and accessibility of education.

C. OPTION 3
•
•
•
•
•

Heritage, history, people, environment all critical
It's the people of Revelstoke - this opener is the core of this vision and reason its best
suited to the OCP update.
Keep it short!
Rich heritage. Balancing environmental, social, economic values. Vibrant, sustainable,
affordable, hospitable, resilient, forward thinking
The short and concise nature of the vision statement.

Question 1d:
Additional Comments
A. OPTION 1 (Existing Vision)
•

•

Again, as part of the OCP update, it is imperative that Council removes all barriers to
attainable housing initiatives. Such roadblocks include outdated zoning bylaws, excessive
parking stall requirements and exuberant cash in lieu of parking fees that derail housing
projects, causing them to be unattainable. The vision is a balanced approach but must
result in definitive action so that the private sector can be permitted and encouraged to
achieve the vision.
Thanks for giving me a chance to express my views
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B. OPTION 2
•
•

“I see Revelstoke

•

growing quickly in the
last few years, and
likely in the years to

•

come, and the City is
struggling to cope. An
updated OCP is very
important so that
consistent decisions
can be made to
support the priorities
listed.”

•

Consider running this through a strategic planning company. I have two I can recommend.
I can see the potential benefit of a shorter statement like option 2 but feel like we may be
losing some important specific details from the existing statement. I'd like to hear the
potential reasons for going with a shorter statement from a subject matter expert since
there must have been a good reason for including it here.
I see Revelstoke growing quickly in the last few years, and likely in the years to come, and
the City is struggling to cope. An updated OCP is very important so that consistent
decisions can be made to support the priorities listed. The current approach is very ad hoc,
and I feel allows more powerful lobbyists, especially private interests, to win out over
broader community interests
I think a lot of the discussion in the community will be around the vision for the downtown
core. I witnessed the passions this issue generated during the proposed mall development
on the highway a few years back. Do the organizers feel the vision statement welcomes
and encourages this discussion?
Yes, I think we give lip service to sustainability here. Our landfill is ancient. Our composting
is largely non-existent. Our commercial recycling is a joke, literally. It's sad actually. Our
bio-reactor is confined and no other renewable energy projects are in our pipeline. Just
focusing on bio-energy from forestry could power the entire town. And, how is it that we can
be downstream of a huge dam project and have expensive utilities? So many potentially
easy wins here.

C. OPTION 3
•
•

I’d like to somehow see mentioned the four main industries in town (rail, hydro, lumber
and tourism) and how this integrates with the city's decisions.
If the second option is preferred, I would hate to see the following phrase included. I
don't think this sounds exclusive, unwelcoming and doesn't reflect Revelstoke as a
community - "Our community priorities are: the people who live and work here;"
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VISION & PRIORITIES: SUMMARY OF RESULTS
•

Out of the 24 workbooks completed, 20 individuals preferred either Option B
or C. This indicates the existing vision does need to be revised.
• Of the 20 that did not choose the existing vision, 13 chose the revised version
of the existing vision and 7 chose the shorter, new vision.
nd what must stay the same.
The table below (and on pages 16 and 17), provides a summary of the responses to
the vision section of the workbook. Similar ideas are grouped together. Numbers in
brackets indicate how many times an idea was mentioned.
Why is this your
preferred vision?

Is there anything missing
or that you would change
for your preferred vision?

What must stay the
same for your
preferred vision?

A.
•
•

Covers all the
bases.
It is an accurate
reflection of
Revelstoke

•
•
•

Put more emphasis on
recreation/activity.
Move the education part
higher.
Diverse housing.

•

•
•

Change
‘environmental
citizenship’ to
‘environmental
stewardship’
Climate change
action (3)
Focus on
environment
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Why is this your
preferred vision?
B.
• Addition of housing
and affordability (3)
• diverse housing
options
• Environmental
protection (2)
• Climate change (2)
• Sustainability (2)
• Outlines priorities
(3)

Is there anything missing
or that you would change
for your preferred vision?

What must stay the
same for your
preferred vision?

• Include a reference to “Made
in Revelstoke”
• Remove hospitable.
• Change hospitable to
welcoming.
• Climate change and the
natural environment should
be more prominent. (3)
• The addition of a goal to take
part in regional decisionmaking to support
environmental protection and
climate change action within
the Columbia Basin.
• Affordable housing options
does not capture affordability
to live work and play.
• Don’t need opportunities for
youth pulled out specifically
because there are other
demographics (2).
• Inclusion is missing.
• Responsive, not responsible
social support system.
• Revelstoke will pursue/build a
sustainable community.
• Put everything in future tense.
• The statement, ‘the people
that live and work here’ is
exclusive and unwelcoming.
• "Economic growth and
stability" need to balance.
• Add a reference to local
public consultation on future
development.

• Focus on core pillars
then fill in strategies
around each one,
ie.(without
duplication).
o Environmental
o People, both long
term or short term.
o Health and wellness
(education)
o Economic growth

• Community priorities
should stay the
same. (3)
• Quality education (2)
• Accessibility of
education.
• Building on our
heritage/ Building on
its rich heritage... (2)
• Priority on residents.
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Why is this your
preferred vision?
C.
• Less wordy, does
not need list of
priorities.
• Concise. (5)
• Captures
sustainability,
natural
environment,
sustainability,
vibrancy.

Is there anything missing
or that you would change
for your preferred vision?
• The environment should be a
priority over economic
growth and stability
expansion to preserve the
character of the town, but
you could say that it is
implied in the existing
verbiage.
• Replace ‘safe’ with
‘energized’
• Keep the ‘Why’ and the
what/‘how’ separate. What
and how are the
mission/goals and strategy.
• Move entrepreneurial further
down. (3)
• Change entrepreneurial to
economically diverse or
enterprising.
• Add natural beauty and
hospitable.

What must stay the
same for your
preferred vision?
• Rich heritage. (2)
• History.
• People/“It’s the
people of
Revelstoke. (2)
• Environment.
• Concise. (2)
• Balance of social,
environmental,
economic values.
• Vibrant, sustainable,
affordable,
hospitable, resilient,
forward thinking.

Regardless of which option was chosen by the respondent, suggestions were made to
improve the versions presented:

Environment
•
•

Natural environment and climate change should be more prominent in the
vision statement than it is now
The addition of a goal to take part in regional decision-making to support
environmental protection and climate change action within the Columbia
Basin.

Social
•
•
•

Affordable housing options does not capture affordability to live work and
play.
Inclusion is missing
Responsive not responsible social support system
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Economy
•
•
•

Include a reference to “Made in Revelstoke”
"Economic growth and stability" need to balance
Move entrepreneurial further down or don’t need to include (3)

Culture/Lifestyle
•

Put more emphasis on recreation/activity

Specific Edits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change hospitable to welcoming
Don’t need opportunities for youth pulled out specifically because there are
other demographics (x2).
Put everything in future tense
The statement, ‘the people that live and work here’ is exclusive and
unwelcoming
Replace ‘safe’ with ‘energized’
Keep the ‘Why’ and the what/‘how’ separate. What and how are the
mission/goals and strategy.
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FOCUS GROUP RESPONSES:
THEMES FOR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
As outlined in the presentation provided to the Focus Group, each of the four
questions asked in the OCP Vision Check-In community survey were analyzed with
frequency of tags; what we learned; the analysis; and the take-away. From this, the
project team identified four themes which are listed from a high level of influence by
the municipality to less direct influence:
•
•
•
•

Growth Management (housing, development, infrastructure,
financial tools, economic development and affordability)
Natural Environment (conservation, protection, access)
Culture (arts, heritage, programming)
Community (sense of community, education)

The Focus Group was informed the OCP project team is proposing to use the themes
as organizing principles to guide the review and update of the OCP. Principles guide
the creation of policies that apply to future development considerations. Here are
the results of the Focus Group responses to questions on Guiding Principles for the
OCP review process:

QUESTION 2a:
Based on the OCP Vision Check-In public engagement
results, four themes emerged. Do you support using growth
management, natural environment, culture and community
as organizing principles for the OCP review and update?

Advisory Planning Commission
Chamber of Commerce
Collective Impact Leadership Team
Economic Development Commission
Environmental Advisory Committee
Social Development Committee
Tourism Initiatives
Youth Advisory Committee
Totals

Yes
3
3
2
2
1
2
5
1
19

No
1
1
1
2
5
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QUESTION 2b:
Is there something missing?
•

“Transportation in
terms of mobility is
missing. For people to
expand outside of the
downtown area we
need more of the City

•
•
•
•
•

to be accessible.”

•

•
•

The emphasis is on the order but really, you can throw the rest away if you don’t get on
protecting the natural environment and mitigating/adapting to climate change. This town
bases its stability on tourism and logging for the most part. These two will cease to be
economic drivers if we don’t make the environment the main focus. I support using the
natural environment as the core lens for OCP review and updating.
Where is sports / activity / recreation in the guidelines?
I believe these four are essential for our community.
As part of culture and community, I believe spiritual values play a large role as well. They
are part of the fabric of the community and infuse moral values for the good of our
community.
No. If these were identified by 10% of engaged Revelstoke citizens as themes then it
behooves the City to respect them.
The whole concept of social sustainability is missing - 'community' is much much more
than 'sense of community' and education - it is sense of belonging, strong social and
organizational networks, organizational diversity and capacity, accessibility, inclusion,
cultural diversity, food security, participation, affordability, ability to meet basic needs,
democracy and governance, equitable access to opportunities, neighbourhood
connections, ability to age in place, etc.
Yes, instead of growth management which sounds to me like "constriction", the term
"managed growth" implies recognizing that change is good and constant evolution is
needed. We can't maintain our existing infrastructure, at a minimum, nor make smart
infrastructure improvements without money and managed growth enables our community
to grow sustainably into the future.
Transportation in terms of mobility. In order for people to expand outside of the downtown
area we need more of the City to be accessible.
I don't see where diverse forms of recreation come in. Community perhaps? I am not sure
where the discussion around maintaining a vibrant city core vs more highway
development, chain stores etc will occur. One might argue that it is implicit in all four
themes
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QUESTION 2c:
What needs to change?
•
•

“Growth Management

•
•

is a very large
category and could be

•

split into two parts
one for growth and

•

one for affordability.”

•
•

•
•

I would change the order of #3 and #4 to prioritize.
We are an activity driven community. People reside in Revelstoke because of the activities
and sport the town offers or provides. It must be mentioned.
Community involvement and public consultation are critical issues.
Condense the two points, Culture & Community, to one as Community. Maybe bump the
fifth topic that emerged up into the dialogue if four points are the desired number. Or,
consider adding something with a focus on efficient and effective service in the city's public
administration.
Growth Management is a very large category and could be split into two parts one for
growth and one for affordability.
I want to see, alongside the guiding principles how they will be used. One person's "growth
management" is different from the next person. What does "management" actually mean
in this context? There’s no action attached. I would like to see more definition around
these. For example, in business, some key guiding principles could be "share knowledge,
keep it simple, participate, contribute". There are action words attached to the principle.
words!
Ensuring that we do not consider development a threat, rather we recognize our need for
it. Small government, less interference, more open to forward thinking, allowing the private
sector to be the influencer within the guidelines set by government.
We must lower the cost of living here. Revelstoke ranks near Victoria and Vancouver and
above, to the best of my knowledge, all peer mountain communities in BC. There are
ways to protect and manage growth, protect the environment, and continue to evolve our
culture from an economic place of strength versus trying to build a wall around town to
protect it.
Education needs to focus on primary, secondary and post-secondary. It's not enough to
have quality education until high school graduation and then expect our high school
graduates to leave to pursue knowledge that is becoming more and more required.
Perhaps more explicit signaling of the need for a vision for the future of the downtown
core.
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SUMMARY: GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The majority (19 of 24) supported using growth management, natural environment,
culture and community as organizing principles for the OCP review and update. These
guiding principles emerged from the community survey in October/December 2019
due to the frequency issues and priorities related to these topics were mentioned. In
the Survey Report, it was outlined that the order the principles are provided reflect
the level of influence a municipal government has on the subject matter.
The questions asked in the second section of the workbook were to test the guiding
principles that emerged. The following section summarizes responses by questions
asked. Some responses provided better answered a different question so are
summarized accordingly.
When asked if something was missing, a number of suggestions were made:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreation, activity, sports
Spiritual values
Concept of social sustainability
Transportation and mobility
Maintaining a vibrant core
Community involvement and public consultation
Need more definition for each

What needs to change (re: the principles)? Some responses outlined what needs to
change in Revelstoke in general and those are provided above. Here are specific
suggestions about the principles:
•
•
•
•

Consider changing the term growth management to managed growth
Split growth management into growth and affordability
Condense culture and community into one point
Change the order of growth management and environment to
prioritize

RECOMMENDATIONS: GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The intent is for the OCP steering committee to review and provide feedback on the
proposed guiding principles for the OCP review and update. The responses and
suggestions from the OCP Vision Focus Group will be provided for consideration.
At this time, there are no recommendations for Council on the Guiding Principles.
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FOCUS GROUP RESPONSES:
USING A CLIMATE CHANGE LENS
Due to Council and the community’s efforts related to climate change mitigation and
adaptation, the development of the Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP),
the project team is proposing the OCP review and update process be done through a
climate change lens.
A climate change lens looks at ways policy statements will help encourage carbon
reduction (such as lessen energy used for heating and cooling, transportation
emissions, etc.) and ways to avoid or reduce climate change hazards like flooding,
wildfires, droughts, etc. The OCP Vision Focus Group was asked the following
question. Responses are provided below.

QUESTION 3a:
Do you have any concerns or questions about using a climate
change lens for reviewing and updating OCP policies?
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Make climate change the lens, consider the Natural Step to help guide the City. Pressure
the CSRD and the CBT to do the same thing. No longer fund or allow advertising that
encourages fossil fuel recreation.
I think it is the right thing to do. By using a climate change lens for updating OCP policies
we signal that we care about future generations. I am very happy to hear that it is being
proposed.
It is thorough and politically correct. Could be simpler or scaled down to "Green Initiatives".
I think this document is well done but may be too complex for many in the community. It
may even come across as intimidating as it. Perhaps it can be made simpler for the
general public? Simplifying may get a higher response.
There is no question climate change and its effects should be taken into consideration in
the OCP.
I think this is a great idea.
No concerns, but I do support policy and decision making going forward should definitely
consider the environmental impact in a local and global context.
I believe the climate change lens is absolutely essential to have.
No, it is a good idea to consider climate impact in our decision making. Citizens need to be
willing to "pay more" to be more environmentally responsible. For example, say RMR
converts to sustainable energy 100%, the price of a lift ticket will go up, not down, but the
resort is doing a great service to flatten the carbon impact of tourism and recreation.
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•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

There needs to be a holistic process. If there are guiding principles we need someone
within the City, who has authority to ensure that these guidelines are being adhered to.
My concern is when the climate change lens is applied to the detriment of the economy.
This can happen when regulations and restrictions are applied without considering the
financial implications. There must be a balance. Our community is built on small business
owners and entrepreneurs, not big corporations. Therefore, our ability to absorb added
costs or regulations, is much smaller and we are affected much more than large
corporations. NO more taxation! I support reducing our reliance on energy consumption for
heating and cooling, but also recognize the costs associated with these decisions. Again,
there must be a balance, and also incentive to the private sector. My recommendation is to
look at our existing programs before considering new programs. More regulation is not
required if existing regulations are not enforced. Similarly, addressing current
inefficiencies, such as the transit bus contract, would result in greater results than
implementing new programs.
I think that is an excellent suggestion. We can't think about our future without incorporating
climate change into the conversation. Doing so would be foolish.
Definitely support this approach but keep the expectations realistic and achievable.
This is easier said than done. The City has made a good start by having a Climate Change
Coordinator on staff and modeling their energy use. Extending the climate change lens to
community and business members will be tougher. One approach might be to require each
project (development, re-development, permit applications, bylaw changes etc.) to show
how their project supports climate change action and use a pre-set evaluation tool.
Supporting community initiatives for climate change is another option to help the City
achieve their goals.
No, I fully support. There's no reason a community surrounded hydroelectric generation
shouldn't be focused on being a green community.
I think using a climate change lens is fantastic, as without a healthy environment to live in,
the rest of the themes are irrelevant. Revelstoke can be a leader a model community to
live in by using a "climate change lens" when making all decisions that affect the
community. Especially important is the need for more green space set aside in Revelstoke,
as well as a better trail network that connects all the areas (Arrow Heights & Johnson
Heights) so that residents can safely commute to town using bikes or walking.
Not at all. While 'climate change' might seem just 'trendy' to some, at its heart are oldfashioned values that should pervade every community that wishes to be sustainable,
stable, and caring: not promoting growth or excess for its own sake, reducing
environmental footprints and preserving habitat wherever practicable, community sharing
and local production, etc.
It's important to signal that we will do our part in reducing carbon emissions but as a very
small part of a very large world most our attention must be on how we can best adapt to
climate change. The world is far from meeting global emission targets so climate change is
inevitable. This is a useful lens for each of the themes. Have we properly considered
probable climate change factors?
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SUMMARY: CLIMATE CHANGE LENS
Of the 20 responses to the climate lens question, 17 Focus Group members
supported using a climate change lens for the OCP review and policy update. Three
of the 20 respondents were neutral but offered advice such as:
“Definitely support
[the climate change
approach] but keep
the expectations
realistic and
achievable.”

•
•

Ensure there is a balance and do not apply the climate lens to the detriment
of the economy as Revelstoke is built on small businesses and absorbing
additional cost or regulations is difficult.
Extending the climate change lens beyond the City’s initiatives might be
tougher to achieve. Perhaps the City could support community initiatives for
climate change somehow.

There are no recommendations for Council to consider at this time. City staff will be
developing climate lens materials for the community and the OCP steering
committee on ways to apply the climate lens when considering OCP policies.
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FOCUS GROUP RESPONSES:
OCP COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
The focus group was asked to suggest individuals or organizations they would
recommend for the OCP Committee staff will be organizing to review and update the
OCP policies.

Suggestions regarding representation or organizations:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Connections
Food security (food processors or producers)
Small business owner (entrepreneur)
Someone who works remotely (there's a huge segment of our
community that work for national, and international organizations but
live here)
Tourism industry
Local guide (ACMG)
StartUp Revelstoke/Community Futures/or any organization that
supports entrepreneurism in the community
Developer/contractor
Someone who has affordability issues in town
Someone local from the college
An equitable distribution of persons expert in the 4 themes
A representative from City Council
Revelstoke Arts Council
NCES
Affordable Housing Society
Local green construction company.

Staff is in the process of revewing the suggestions and will ensure there is a diversity
of representation on the Committee.
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